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ABSTRACT

Dissemination. and Utilization of Assessment

Results in Oregon
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C?, \-- Improved dissemination'and utilization of results from statewide assesSment,
r-4
r4-41 of student performance is critically .seeded. Prior research shows thit less ,

C.L.)

LLY than one third of all states can provide evidence of using such data to make

0
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significant classes of decisions most frequently cited as a justification for

the initiation of such programs. Yet the annual budgets fOr assessment programs

continue to escalate. The evidence suggests that while statewide assessment programs

are frequently initiated as part of accountability movements, they are seldom

accountable themselves.

In an attempt to deal with this problem, the Oregon assessment program has

initiated a variety of innovative steps designed to insure effective dissemination

and maximum utilization of annual testing results. Some of these efforts incl(ide:

extensive interviewing and research to establish.a clear purpose.fot the program;

identification of major policy questions to be impacted by assessmeat results;

prior research to determine the most effective dissemination modes for selected

decision-making audiences; widespread use of professional and lay advisory committees

in the design, conducting, interpretation and reporting of data; simultaneous re-

lease of results, interpretations and recommendations for actions to specific audiences-

initiation of a state management system to systematically utilize assessment

findings in specific decisions; continuing evaluation of all dissemination and

utilization strategies; and follow-up contacts. with key decision-makers to assure

utilization.
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For the past two years, I have been collecting data for a comparative

survey of statewide assessment programs throughqut the country. One significant

finding from this study was that while 69 percenl of the states indicate that

they use their statewide assessment results to establish priorities for Title III

of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, less than one third of the states

could provide evidence pf using this data to make other types of decisions which are

frequently cited as a justification for the initiation of statewide assesment

programs.1 e

Compare these findings with the results of a recent survey by the U.S. Office

of Education, where it was estimated that State Departments of Education are spending

a minimum of $5 million annually to produce student assessment data required for

decision - making under Title III, ESEA.2

The development of statewide i assessment programs are usually tied,1to the move-

'

ment for accountability within public education. But really, just how accountable

are statewide assessment programI themselves? The two topics I will speak to,
I

dissemination and utilization, appear to me to be the key to answering this question.

Successful utilization of sftate assessment data is primarily, dependent on

clearcut agreements about the purposes of the program and the decisions which will

be made as a result of assessment findings.

Oregon's first steps to define the purpose of its statewide assessment program

were taken in the fall of 1972 when the University of Oregon, under contract to the

.

1 hall, Mary, "Statewide Assessment of Student Performance: A Comparative Study,"
presented at Symposium on Advances in the Methodology of Statewide Assessment.,
American Educational Research Association, 1975 Annual Meeting, Washington, D.C.
p. 12.

2 Hershkowitz, Martin, Statewide Educational Needs Assessment: Results from Selected
Model States, Hershkowitz Associates, Si.lver Springs, Maryland, 1974, p. 7.
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Department, conducted a series of 45 interviews to determine the ,types of educational

decisions which might be made using student assessment results. The population

for,, these interviews was chosen on a very scientific basis - "Power." The individuals

were those who were felt to be "movers and shakers" within the state and national

legislature, state governing boards, school superintendent organizations, universities,

/ teacher organizations, research and develonment organizations, local school boards

and the Department itself. From these interviews, the University recommended that ten

major purposes be established for the program, of which five purpeees related to

decision-making by the State Board of Education and five to decision-making by the

Department and the Legislature.3 The keying of progi-am purposes to specific decision-.

making audiences is a point which I will want to address later. These recommendations

were used as the basis for presenting the initial program request to the 1973 Oregon

Legislature. They were al+ used as the basis for planning the, first pilot assessment -
.

for likelmost states Oregon has planned and implemented its assessment concurrently.

In 1974, the assessment staff further refined these 10 statements of general

purpose into a set of sixteen "policy questions" which the program might potentially

attempt to,answer. A questionnaire on these "policy questions" was sent to a variety

of decision-making audiences throughout the state - this time including key statewide

advisory committees charged with making program recommendations to the Board of

Education for specific audiences ('i.e., deaf, blind, migrant and so forth). *Results
0

were tabulated both by total rank (i.e., those policy questions thought to be most

0

3 Mattson, Robert H., A Conceptual Model for Statewide Assessment, report to the State
Department of Education from the University of Oregon's College of Education,
February:1973, pp. 29-30..
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important to everyOne) and within response groups. This gave us even further

data on the decision-making needs of special bodies.4

These two sources of interview and questionnaire data, coupled with discussions

with the Statewide Pssessment AVisory Committee, the State Board of Education and

technical'advisory committees, were further refined into four statements of purpose

for the program,5 which are now included in the long-range plan currently pending

before the Oregon LegiSlature.

While establishing agreed-upon purposes for statewide assessment was an impor-

tant first step, an equally important step to Oregon was the creation of .specific

decisign-making processes to insure that the assessment data was actually used.

Beginning in 1972, the Oregon Board of Education had already made a commitment

to initiating a 10-step management.system which began with the setting of statewide

goals for elementary and secondary education and included the use of assessment

data as a way of moving from these general goals to the identification of specific

priorities for action. Time does not permit a discussion of the specific operation

of this system,6 but a few key types of decisiOns based on the assessment data might

be of particular interest:

Once every four years, the Board will uge assessment data to revise
,its state priorities. To assist with this, assessment reports are
generated to key state advisory Committees, who in turn, make recom-
mendations about instructional and management areas needing special

4. See Appendix 4 for ranks assigned to policy questions.

5 See Appendix B for statement of purposes.

6 See Appendix C for overview of Board of Education management system.
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attention. Immediately following the adoption of the priorities,
proposed accomplishments (objectives) are developed specifying
the type of action and results anticipated for the next four
years,

Every two years, the state priorities are used as the basis for
planning the Department's biennial bildget and the Board's legis-
lative program - including requests for ope'rational funds as well
as for grant-in-aid to targeted areas. For example, information
collected during the pilot assessment in reading indicated that
some regions of the state did not have adequate access to reading
,specialists. A grant-in-aid request to solve this problem was
included in the Department's budget. Data also showed that students
included in Title I of ESEA tended to score lower than other student
groups.,.The Board,'s 1975 Legislative Program included a recommendation
that state monies be added to federal funds to provide specialized
reading services to this population. The assessment data also influ-
enced the Board's decision to reqUest grant-in-aid funds for services

to bilingual populations.

The Board's priorities also impact on the criteria used by the State
Textbook Commission to review and adopt state-recommended instructional
materials The results of the pilot assessment were used by the
Commission late this fall to make decisions about the degree to
which texts emphasizing certain reading skill's should be represented
on the adoption lists.

Finally, assessment data is intendedlto impact on the, day -to -day operations

of the State Department in helping to identify particular areas to which
services should be increased or decreased. To be certain that the reading
results achieve this impact, the State Superintendent has directed the
Right-to-Read staff to prepare an "action plan" specifying specific
activities that will be undertaken during the remainder of this year
and during the next biennium to address some of the problem areas indi-
cated in the results. This plan will affect the "mix"'of state services
such as training, on-site technical assistance, development of supplementary
curriculum materials and sponsoring oaf special demonstration projects.

Thus far, my comments about utilization have focused on the Board of Education,

the Department, state advisory committees and state professional groups such as the

Textbook Commission. Two other important "user" audiences are the Oregon Legislature

and schools participating in the state assessment program.

7
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It is still too early to determine the long-term impact that statewide

assessment will have on decisions by these two audiences. Howelier, preliminary

findings are encouraging.

One significant piece of legislation has been introduced in the Oregon
Senate calling for adop.tion of a state policy on the right-to-read"
and requesting several million dollars during the next two years to
address specific areas of weakness. The bill includes a request for
reading specialists, provides for specialized services to student groups
who did not score iwell on the test, includes fundsfor research and
development to provide solutions to,questions raised by the assessment
(i.e., why did girls score better than boys?) and calls for modifications
in teacher training in reading.

Several participating school districts have used the results to either
question or validate results seen on their own local testing programs.

a C

At least one district chose to administer the assessment instrument to
all of their fourth graders and to use the results for instructional
evaluation on a district-wide basis. Several aaditional districts

.expected to choose this option in 1975 and the state will continue, to
encourage districts to "buy in" to expanded use of state assessmnt
instruments as these meet particular docal needs.

Procedures and materials developed by the state assessment program are
also being viewed by local districts as one prototype w /Ch may be copied
in implementing their own local assessment design. Ne State Minimum
Sahocil Standards require that by the end of the 1970! , .all Oregon

districts will conduct student assessment of progra goals.

Finally, let me brieflyreview the various diss MInation strategies which have

been used in Oregon thus far. As I mentioned earlier, the planning for Oregon's

assessment program has been predicated on the basis that: a) different decision-
:

making audiences have, needs for different types of information, and b) this

information must be delivered through a "medium" appropriate to their use and

operation.

Basic data for this "diversified" approach was collected during July 1974

when the Notthwest Regional Educational Laboratory, under contract to the Department,

8
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conducted structured phone interviews with 35 individuals recommended as "repre-

sentative" of,key decision - :caking groups.7 These included university faculty

Intermediate Education District and public school administrators, Department of,

Education administrators and staff, reading teachers and specialists, state advisory

committees, professional teacher associations, legislative staff members and staff

working on new policies affecting reform of baste, school financing. Data was

collected relating to several areas. These included:

Possible additional analyses

Degree of interest on the nine reporting variables and on statistics
currently planned for the reports

Concerns specifically related to repotting assessment results

Questions that interviewees thought should be addreSsed in the reports

Reservations about the Pilot assessment and suggestions for future
assessments

To a large extent, the results from these interviews influenced the type .of

dissemination strategy chosen, so let me review the type of dissemination activities

keyed to special audiences carried out thus far:

General Public

Prior to the pubgc release of any data, statewide panels of teachers,
parents, curriculum specialists, board members, administrators and the
general public were pulled together to review and analyze the results
and to make recommendations,for action to specific audiences such as
classroom teachers, districts, curriculum groups, the State Board and
the Oregon Legislature.

These recommendations, plus an overview of the assessment results, were
presented at a statewide press conference and were included in a "popu-
larized" report. The General Report received widespread dissemination
throughout the state. Press releases were tailored to both state and
regional media. According to our clipping service, the subject of reading
received more Tress coverage in. the 60 days following the press conference
than at any time during the last six years.

7 Interim Technical Report: Interviews to Determine the Information Needs of Target
Auoicnces for the_1973-74 Oregon Statewide Assessment Program, report by Northwest

Education ?l Laboratory t) Department of Education, August, 1974.
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A small brochure briefly describing the assessment program and listing
the types of reports available to the public was also prepared and

' distributed - particidarly in response to o &t -of -state requests for.
information.

A special issue.of a Department newsletter sent to some 1,000 key
educational decision-makers in Oregon was also devoted to the
assessment results. Extra copies of the newsletter were made
available to meet requests from large groups, such as conferences,
where the distribution of the general report would have been prohibi-
tively expensive.

State Board and Department

An "executive summary" of the assessment results was prepared, for use
by the State,Board and presented.at a special.bridfing arranged for
this group.

Special briefings were alsoiorganized for Department staff, and these
have been followed-up by more informal contact with staff specifically
interested in the assessment results as they relate to specific populations. .

Oregon Legislature

During fall of 1974 and winter of 1975, the assessment staff met, separately
with 15 key legislators. These meetings had two major purposes: One, to, .

personally acquaint these Individuals with the results of the pilot assess-
ment and tb answer general questions they might have about thopprogram; and
two, to seek their advice on the best method of presenting assessment data
to the Oregon Legislature. Interestingly, freshmen legislators recommended
that the results be disseminated through personal meetings with all key
legislators.'6More experienced legislators suggested that an interesting,
slide-tape presentation on the results be prepared and that briefings on
the results be organized for key comthittees.8

Based on these Kecommendations, 'both approaches were used. A 20 minute
slide-tape presentation on the assessment program and the pilot testing
results was prepared and shown at special hearings arranged for the House
and Senate Education Committees. The response was most favorable. Addi-
tional individual meetings were also held, especially with legislators
who will make the decision on the 1975-77 budget level for the-statewide
assessment program.

8 Of the 15 legislators included in this study, 9 were in the House pnd,6 in the
Senate. Four of the legislators were freshmen, with the remaining eleven ranging
from 4 to 18 years of service. A structured questionnaire was used with the legis-
lators giving them several alternative modes for dissemination of assessment results.
All four freshmen legislators picked "personal meetings" as the-single most Affective
means of communicating assessment resultS. Specially-arranged committee hearings,
a slide-tape presentation, brief written reports and personal meetings were selected,
in rank order, by the more experienced legislators, with the Most experienced members
consistently recommending the committee hearing as the single most effective method
of sharing assessment results.,

10
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All members of the House and Senate Education committees received
copies of the Executive Summary and the General Report, along with
the copy of the special newsletter. All other members of the-Legislature
received copies of the General Report.

S

Statewide Organizations

The General Raport and-4,_special briefing tailored to their pending'
decision on reading texts, was given to the Oregon State Textbook
Commission.

Copies of the newsletter were provided to the Oregon Education Association.
for'distribution to their 400 local unit officers. A special meeting a
was also held with the governing board of OEA to discuss the assessment
program 'and secure input for fUiiire planning. In addition, the assess-
ment 'staff will be participating in two separate workshops to be jointly
sponsored by the Department and OEA later this spring to discuss statewide
movements towards accountability.

0

Copies of either the general report or the newsletter were also made, available
to key statewide advisory committees, such as the Intergroup Human Relations
Council and the Right-to-Read Committee, as well as the Statewide Assessment
Advisory Committee.

School Audiences

0

Specialized reports were prepared for the participating schools allowing
for an analysis of results on both a school and individual student basis.
A "user manual" was developed and distributed, providing information on
how to interpret the results and also Cautioning against misuse and miscom-
munication of the data. Schools had the option of having, the results sent
only to the district, to the school administrator, to classroom teachers,
to all three or to none of the above.

The,General Report was distributed Lo all other interested school audiences.

Three technical reports were also prepared - one covering general infor-aation
on the planning and background of the program, the second providing details
on the assessment procedures and results, and the,,third covering interpreta-

. tion and recommendations. These were shared with limited educational audiences -
primarily planning and evaluation staffs in the schools.-

The assessment staff is also currently working with the pght-to-Read staff
on the feasibility of issuing a specialized manual for reading teachers. This
manual would tie assessment results to specific recommendations for corrective
instructional techniques andmaterials.

Speeches on the assessment program and pilot year results have also been given
or are scheduled at a wide variety of educational meetings, including sessions
with"the Oregon School Boards Association, statewide administrator groups,

. equal opportunity interest groups and language arts councils.
-

N. 1
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The dissemination and utilization plans for the Oregon Statewide Assessment

program are still evolving and will undoubtedly be changed as more experience

and data becomes available. Throughout this proces, however, the Oregon staff

1 has become increasingly committed to the notion that the expense and effort of

statewide assessment can only bg justified if:

There is clearcut agreemen% upon the purposes of the programs;

States carefully design decision-making processes to be certain
that the data is actually used for these purposes;

Adequate staff and financial resource's are provided for effective
qitilizatj.on and disseminatinn;

Dissemination strategies are carefully chosen to get the informa-
tion in the most usable and appropriate way to differentiated
audiences.

After all, aren't these four eleme.xs what "accountability" ins all about?

12
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APPENDIX A
RANKS ASSIGNFD.TO POLICY QUESTIONS

1. To that extent have pupils attained skills, knowledges, and attitudes related to

the six life roles identified in the OBE goals?

what extent have pupils attained skills (competencies) elaborated in the Oregon

Qrazuation Requirements?

3. I
P

what extent are pupils achieving competencies set forth in the minimum standards

as elaborated in the High School Graduation Requirements?

4. To what extent are Oregon's students achieving knowledge skills as compared to

students in the nation?

5. What are the school district characteristics which rdlate to differences in pupil

achievement? e.g., district size, location,, wealth.

6. that are the school characteristic's which relate to differences in pupil achieve-

ment? e.g., school size, number of teachers, type of program.

7. what are the community,characteristics which relate to differences in pupil

achievement? e.g., urbanity, percent of welfare.

8. What are the pupil characteristics which relate to differences in pupil achieve-

nent? sex, race, number of brothers and sisters, mobility.

9. What are the family characteristics (SES) which relate to differences in pupil

achievement? e.g., family income, parents'-education.

10. 10 what extent are achievement, levels changing (increasing or decreasing) in

instruction-related areas identified as OBE priority need's?

10 11. What additional instruction-related areas should be identified as OBE priority needs?'

11-12 gnat achievement-related district, school,community, family, and pupil characteristic

should teacher in-service programs emphasize to increase pupil achievement?

8

5

2 -3

9

13. what subject matter content should be emphasized ic in-service programs to

strengthen pupil achievement?

In what subject matter content is pupil achievement lowest?

Pc' aI. To what extent are achievement levels changing (increasing or decreasing) ,in the

instructional areas receiving emphasis?

16. In what goal areas is pupil achievement lowest?

13



APPENDIX C
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01.1i PR.OBLE1`.1SOLVING SYSTI

To achieve :he 4:-d accomplish the Board pr:orl::::s. gzal-1-,asee.-Plannirrg
been introcluc;;;I I t '; cc,liesl Depertrnent's problem soking s, Each prc.cess of j
system is outlirs.:::: ojether with the proceclures,for irnp:e.e ntirg the s,s :em and
resulting produce

PROCESS PROCEDURES PRODUCTS

. SET (or revise) GOALS Identify societal needs for educational .r -o- Oregon Revised
grams through advisory committees. pu'al-c uses
fdrurns . arid legiilative and Board hearings.

Trans'ete identified need; into statewide er..t.rce-
tionel goats: secure public validation.

2. ASSESS CURRENT . ,Conduct regular statewide testing to rneas::re
STATUS OF OREGON'S itutient pcogress toward achieving educational
SCHOOL SYSTEM goals.

Collect statistical information about conditions
which \affect school district ability to heap
students'achieve educational goals.

Cotlect statistical and other information (e.g.,
figures on employment, accidents or health for
teenagers and .young adults) which indicates
ability of studerits to function in life rotas.

3. IDENTIFY SCHOOL
SYSTEM NEEDS;

4. ASSIGN PRIORITIES;
5. ESTABLISH

OBJECTIVES FOR
MEETING PRIORITY
NEEDS

6. IDENTIFY ALTER-
NATIVES

7. SELECT PROGRA':-.,
PLANS

8 ALLOCATE
ft ESOURCES

Analyze assessment data to determine specific
area; in which school district programs may be
improved.

15

Recommend to the State Board the needs the:
should be given prior rt

Identify what changes shot' it) be merle (pr-
oposed accomplishme.nts:, to effect needed
improverr.ents.

Oregon State Boa;
Education Goals
Elementary and Si
eery Education

. State
. 1220113

Publish planning statements which desdr:be tie
priority needs and p:oposed a:comp:is:melts -

Encourage school districts to use sze.ze-te-re:
planning statements as guide.; for developt--;
similar statements of commitment to achiet.-ing
impro.rarnents in priority area.

Assign responsibility for accomplishing priority
objectives to appropriate department p-o-xam
directors who:

(a) Investigate alternative methods for accom-
phshing objectives.

(b) Study the costeffectiveness or the .!tern-
lives and select the most feasible.

a ssessri

A sae ssm en t guidi
and models (ti
development

Statistical summarii

Indicators and
wide A ssessmi
(1973 survey
report)'

Indica:or data )

(under development

Emerging Trends
E duce:lanai Plan
(monthly newsleti

Oregon State -Boar
Education Priot
and Proppsed Act
plishrnalts

1

Plan ning Staterni
Career Education
0,egon-

INgni:y end Worth"

Emphasi; on Prev,n

Improvi-ng Primary;
ucation

freadin;l-

Within Reach
munity college
opmentl-

Systems Seven
(school finance)-

Educa:ionat Persol
Development'

1

Prorrthing Practiced
Oregon Education'
Adopter's Guides' 1

1
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Ar:D
PROGRArk

EVA:.UATE
PROrtRA:.:

PROCEDURES S
a

(c) bus";,..; allocation, for sta'i t "
materials. ett...-pnent and fscilite,

(d) Justify 1'e:4s:es:I'd allocations in re-

views by the St.,:e Board, the Gove:nc and
the Leti;s!..1%.,e

Assign responsitizl:ty for meeting prog,a-n ob.
jectives to p:ogram specialist. Develop indi-
vidual work Warts.

Use v:ork plans as basis for monitoring" era!

progress toward objectives and evaluetins
per!ormenze.

Identify actual plan outcomes.

Identify discrepancies between the actual and
planned outcomes.

: Identify needed changes in plan.

PRODUCTS

Biennial budget

Curriculum- Guides Ac!-
- ministration fia-Jais
Schoo!

Resource heboot:4

Position papers

Inservice programs

Administratiie Rules
for Ore;on Education'

Department of Educa-
tion Performance Indi-
cator Re,00rt

Oregon State Board of
Education Sienn ial
Report

. -

Cop of publications may be obtained by writing to Mrs. Ellen Fle.ssler, Documents
Cs:. Oregon Department of Education, 942 Lancaster Drive NE, Salem, Orecon ;

73! ?none 378-3589. For information on other publicat:ons and products, write to
z-e Cc.-r.-nunice.tions Section at the above address.
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